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Description
‘A free press is not a luxury. A free press is at the absolute core of equitable development’ according to World Bank President James Wolfensohn. A free press is also the key to transparency and good governance and is an indispensable feature of a democracy. So how does Asia rate? In Losing Control, leading journalists analyse the state of play in all the countries of North Asia and Southeast Asia. From the herd journalism of Japan to the Stalinist system of North Korea, Losing Control provides an inside look at journalism and freedom of the press in each country. One conclusion—a combination of new technology and greater democracy is breaking the shackles that once constrained the press in Asia.

‘Brings together Asia’s best and brightest observers of the press.’

	Hamish McDonald, Foreign Editor, The Sydney Morning Herald

‘A rare insiders’ view exposing the real dynamics behind social and political change in Asia.’

	Evan Williams, Foreign Correspondent, ABC TV

‘A timely and necessary contribution to the debate over the quality of freedom in Asia.’

	Geoffrey Barker, The Australian Financial Review


Details
	ISBN (print): 
	9781925021431
	ISBN (online): 
	9781925021448
	Publication date: 
	Jan 2014
	Note: 
	First published by Asia Pacific Press

	Imprint: 
	ANU Press
	DOI: 
	http://doi.org/10.22459/LCFPA.01.2014
	Disciplines: 
	Social Sciences: Other, Politics & International Studies
	Countries: 
	East Asia: China, Hong Kong, Japan, North Korea, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan; Southeast Asia: Brunei, Burma/Myanmar, Cambodia, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam



PDF Chapters
Losing Control »
Please read Conditions of use before downloading the formats.

If your web browser doesn't automatically open these files, please download a PDF reader application such as the free Adobe Acrobat Reader.
To copy a chapter DOI link, right-click (on a PC) or control+click (on a Mac) and then select ‘Copy link location’.
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